
We:  The Cult of We:WeWork, Adam Neumann, and the great startup
delusion  by Eliot Brown

WeCrashed
 

Wall Street Journal reporters Brown and Farrell trace the  rise and fall of 

 WeWork in this drama-filled debut, a cautionary tale of  startup excess.
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The inside story of the rise and fall of WeWork, showing how the excesses of

its founder shaped a corporate culture unlike any other. 

Billion Dollar Loser the epic rise and spectacular fall of Adam Neumann
and WeWork  by Reeves Wiedeman

Recounts the story behind Theranos, the medical equipment company that misled

investors to believe they developed a revolutionary blood testing machine, detailing how

its CEO, Elizabeth Holmes, perpetuated the lie to bolster the value of the company by

billions

Bad Blood:  secrets and lies in a Silicon Valley startup 
by John Carreyrou

If you liked watching 

then check out these reads



Black Edge by Sheelah Kolhatkar

The story of billionaire trader Steven Cohen, the rise and fall of his hedge fund

SAC Capital, and the largest insider trading investigation in history.

 Straight to hell : true tales of deviance, debauchery, and billion-
dollar 

deals by John LeFevre

Over the past three years, the notorious @GSElevator Twitter feed has offered a

hilarious, shamelessly voyeuristic look into the real world of international

finance. Hundreds of thousands followed the account, Goldman Sachs

launched an internal investigation, and when the true identity of the man

behind it all was revealed, it created a national media sensation—but that's only

part of the story.

It was the most brutal corporate restructuring in Wall Street history. The 2015

bankruptcy brawl for the storied casino giant, Caesars Entertainment, pitted brilliant

and ruthless private equity legends against the world's most relentless hedge fund

wizards. 
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 The Caesars Palace coup : how a billionaire brawl over the famous
casino exposed the power and greed of Wall Street by Max Frumes

and Sujeet Indap


